Make It In LA! - (DIRECTOR, Raymond Gutierrez) - A look into the work life of director Jonathan Chia. Running Time: (3:20)

We are the 1% - (DIRECTOR, Jose Gonzalez) - A protester and full-time UC Riverside student passionately voices his opinion on many of today's student movements. Running Time: 12:08

She's Already Made Up Her Mind - (DIRECTOR, Mckenzie Denholtz) - A woman makes the decision to leave town and abandon the miseries of her past to find herself, despite losing her best friend in the process. Running Time: 5:27

This Long Walk - (DIRECTOR, Janet Hernandez) - The life and struggles of Nelson Mandela through the experiences of two figures incorporating the same space in a modern day setting. Running Time: 5:06

Open House - (DIRECTOR, Richard Rodriguez) - An expecting newlywed couple think they've found the perfect new home. Running Time: 12:27

Aftershock - (DIRECTOR, Allison Moore) - Examining Islamophobia post 9/11. Running Time: 9:00

The Last Shot - (DIRECTOR, Bryson McNally) - Gabriel needs someone to get him breakfast in the morning, so he challenges Erica to a drinking contest: Loser buys breakfast. Running Time: 4:26

Groovers - (DIRECTOR, Sterling Hampton IV) - Groovers is an independent retail record store near UC Riverside, specializing in some of the greatest and most obscure vinyl recordings. Running Time: 9:40

The Girl - (DIRECTOR, Sungwook Min) - Late afternoon on a college campus, a girl awakens from a nap and soon realizes that someone is pursuing her. Running Time: 7:22

Intermission: 10 minutes

The Gambit: Episode 1 - (DIRECTOR, Hisonni Johnson with special guest directors Caslin Rose, Genaro Marzan, Colleen Dallons) - A group of disgruntled ex-cops take a sport arena and the employees inside hostage in an elaborate plan to clear their names. Running Time: 6:44
**Infiltration** - (DIRECTOR, Josiah Yu) - A secret briefcase is stolen from Sifer Industries, forcing the CEO to return and investigate the situation. Running Time: 8:16

**A Bee Stumbled Out** - (DIRECTOR, Nate Hochstetler) - A girl and a boy meet and believe destiny has brought them together. Running Time: 2:45

**Captivate the Light** - (DIRECTOR, Nate Océan) - Two dancers fall in love, realizing that being vulnerable is the only way to feel true pleasure. But when that love disappears, they do too. Running Time: 3:13

**Sunshine** - (DIRECTOR, Sungwook Min) - A girl enjoys the soothing afternoon sunshine of California. Running Time: 3:33

**Hide & Go Seek** - (DIRECTOR, Jeffrey Chang) - A simple childhood game can turn into a nightmare. Running Time: 7:40

**Ties** - (DIRECTORS, David Moriya, Jared Robbins) - After starting a relationship with his student Shannon, philosophy teacher Sam Clark uses philosophy to rationalize his behavior. Running Time: 16:10

**Fate & Destiny** - (DIRECTOR, Lily Shanahan) - Fate brings Kyle Miller face to face with the man who killed his best friend. Running Time: 8:28

**So Slowly We Decay** - (DIRECTOR, Saumene Mehrdady) - Jacob deals with the aftermath of his best friend's suicide and the shallow people in his small, sad suburban hometown. Running Time: 28:31

**Co-Sponsors**
Chicano Student Association
Department of Comparative Literature

**Corporate Sponsors**
Baguette Bakery & Cafe
OPENING REMARKS: 6:30-6:35
“Happy: MCS Edition”

Introductions by Shelly Brumbaugh (student emcee) and Derek Burrill (faculty emcee)

Keith Harris, Chair of Media and Cultural Studies: 6:35-6:40

Geneveive Newman and Jose Gonzalez, co-directors of the 2nd Annual MCS Student Film Festival: 6:40-6:45

Set ONE: Film Screenings Begin: 6:45-8:15PM

Intermission: 10 minutes

Set TWO: Film Screenings Begin: 8:15-10:00PM

CLOSING REMARKS: 10:00PM

MCS Film Festival Team

Co-directors
Geneveive Newman
Jose Gonzalez

Chair of PR/Marketing
Anthonia Onyejekwe

Chair of PR Materials
Kristina McKennan

Chair of Screening Committee
Taylor Banks

Screening Committee
Jessica Yee
Nathan Coyne
Anthonia Onyejekwe

Chair of Tech Committee
Nathan Coyne

Chair of Fundraising (Corporate Sponsorships)
Teri Tisnado
Chair of Fundraising (Organizations and Departments)
Geneveive Newman

Chair of Volunteer Committee
Melisa Bivian

Chair of Film Festival Planning
Raven Morris
Karen Wu (assistant)

Chair of Awards Ceremony Planning
Loreanne Puzon
Christal Phetamphone (assistant)

Director of “Happy: MCS Edition”
Gabriel Garcia

Editors of “Happy: MCS Edition”
Jessica Yee
Nuor Shatila

Faculty Judges
MCS Professor Ruhi Khan
MCS Professor Wendy Su
MCS/Music Professor Tim Labor
Outside Faculty Judges
ASU Professor C.A. Griffith
ASU Professor H.L.T. Quan

Faculty Organizer
MCS Professor Lan Duong

And many thanks to Professor Keith Harris, Chair of MCS, the College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences – Dean Stephen Cullenberg, MDU Events Coordinator Ryan Mariano, and to all of our volunteers!